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Let U+ be the plus part of the enveloping algebra of a KacMoody Lie algebra g with a
symmetric Cartan datum. In [L1] we have defined a canonical basis of U+ under the
assumption that the Cartan datum is of finite type; this was later generalized to Cartan data
of possibly infinite type in [K, L3]. The basis of U + is obtained from a canonical basis of
the quantized version of U + by specializing the quantum parameter to 1.
In [L4] we have constructed a basis of U+ in terms of constructible functions on a
Lagrangian variety, assuming that the Cartan datum is of affine type. (The same construction
applies for Cartan data of finite type.) This basis will be called the semicanonical basis of U +.
In this paper we extend the definition of semicanonical basis to include the case where the
Cartan datum is not necessarily of affine or finite type. While the semicanonical basis is not
necessarily the same as the canonical basis, we will show that the semicanonical basis has a
number of properties in common with the canonical basis: compatibility with various filtra-
tions of U+, compatibility with the canonical antiautomorphism of U +.  2000 Academic Press
1. THE VARIETY 4V
1.1. We assume given a finite non-empty graph in which there is no
edge joining a vertex with itself. This is the same as giving two finite sets
I, H with I{<, two maps H  I denoted by h [ h$, h [ h" and a fixed
point free involution h [ h of H, such that (h )$=h"{h$ for all h # H.
We fix a function =: H  C* such that =(h)+=(h )=0 for all h # H.
For i, j # I we set i } j=&|(h # H | h$=i, h"= j)| if i{ j and i } j=2 if
i= j. Then (i } j) is a symmetric Cartan datum.
Let U+ be the Q-algebra defined by generators ei (i # I ) and the Serre
relations
:
p, q # N; p+q=&i } j+1
(&1) p
e pi
p!
ej
eqi
q!
=0
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for any i{ j in I. For any &=i # I &i i # N[I], &i # N, let U +& be the
subspace of U+ generated by the monomials ei1 ei2 } } } ein for various sequences
i1 , i2 , ..., in in which i appears &i times for any i # I. Then U +=& U +& .
Let U +Z be the subring of U
+ generated by the elements e pi p! for
various i # I, p # N. We have U +Z =& U
+
Z, & where U
+
Z, &=U
+
Z & U
+
& .
1.2. Let C0 be the category of finite dimensional I-graded C-vector
spaces V=i # I Vi . For V # C
0 we write |V|=i dim Vi i # N[I].
For V # C0 let EV be the C-vector space consisting of all x=(xh)h # H
with xh # Hom(Vh$ , Vh"). An element x # EV is said to be nilpotent if there
exists an N2 such that the following holds: for any sequence h1 , h2 , ..., hN
in H such that h$1=h"2 , h$2=h"3 , ..., h$N&1=h"N , the composition xh1xh2 } } } xhN :
Vh$N  Vh"1 is zero.
Let 4V be the closed subvariety of EV consisting of all x=(xh)h # H that
are nilpotent and satisfy for any i # I the equation
:
h # H; h"=i
=hxhxh =0
as a linear map Vi  Vi (see [L2, L3]).
1.3. Given x # 4V and an I-graded subspace V of V, we say that V
is x-adapted if xh(Vh$)/Vh" for all h # H. For any i # I and p # N we define
4V, i, p={ (xh) # 4V | codimVi \ :h # H; h"=i Im(xh : Vh$  Vh")+= p= .
For fixed i, the subsets 4V, i, p( p # N) form a partition of 4V into locally
closed subvarieties.
Theorem 1.4 [L2; L3, 12.3, 12.6]. (a) 4V, i, p has pure dimension
dim EV2;
(b) 4V has pure dimension dim EV2.
(c) If V{0, then 4V =i, p>0 4V, i, p .
1.5. For any algebraic variety V over C, let Irr V be the set of
irreducible components of V. If i # I and Z # Irr 4V then there is a unique
p # N such that Z & 4V, i, p is open dense in Z. We set t i (Z)= p. Thus we
have a function ti : Irr 4V  N.
Corollary 1.6. If V{0 and Z # Irr 4V , then there exists i # I such that
ti (Z)>0.
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By definition, for any i # I, Z(i)=Z & 4V, i, ti (Z) is an open dense subset
of Z. Hence i # I Z(i) is an open dense subset of Z. Let x be a point in this
intersection. By Theorem 1.4(c), there exists i # I and p>0 such that
x # 4V, i, p . Then clearly, p=ti (Z) and the corrolary follows.
2. THE FUNCTIONS fZ
2.1. For any algebraic variety V over C we denote by M(V ) the
Q-vector spaces consisting of all constructible functions f : V  Q. (Thus,
f&1(a) is constructible for all a # Q and is empty for all but finitely many
a # Q.) Let V : M(V )  Q be the Q-linear map given by f [ V f =
a # Q a/ ( f&1(a)) # Q; here / denotes Euler characteristic.
For V # C0, let GV => i GL(Vi). Then GV acts on EV by (g, x) [
gx=x$ where x$h= gh"xhg&1h$ . This induces a GV -action on 4V .
Let M (4V ) be the Q-vector space consisting of all functions f # M(4V )
such that f is constant on any GV -orbit in 4V .
For V, V$, V" in C0 such that |V|=|V$|+|V"| we define, as in [L3], a
pairing
(a) M (4V$)_M (4V")  M (4V)
by ( f $, f ") [ f $ V f ", ( f $ V f ")(x)=Vx , where the following notation is
used: Vx is the variety consisting of all I-graded x-adapted subspaces V of
V such that |V|=|V"|; for V # Vx , we denote by x$ # 4VV , x" # 4V the
elements induced by x and by x~ $ # 4V$ , x~ " # 4V" the elements obtained by
transporting x$, x" via some isomorphisms VV[V$, V[V" in C0;
,: Vx  Q is given by ,(V)= f $(x~ $) f "(x~ "). This pairing is well defined
and bilinear.
2.2. To any V # C0 one can attach uniquely a Q-linear map
}V : U +|V|  M (4V ) such that (a), (b) below hold.
(a) If V, V$, V" in C0 are as in 2.1, then we have a commutative
diagram
U +|V$| _U
+
|V"| U
+
|V|
}V$_}V" }V
M (4V$)_M (4V" ) ww M (4V ),
where the upper horizontal map is multiplication in U+ and the lower
horizontal map is as in 2.1(a).
(b) Let i # I, p # N; assume that |V|= pi. Then }V (e pi p!) is the
function on the point 4V with value 1.
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The following is a consequence of (a), (b).
(c) If V, V$ # C0, |V|=|V$| , then we have a commutative diagram
U +|V$|
= U +|V|
}V$ }V
M (4V$ ) ww M (4V),
where the lower horizontal map is induced by any isomorphism V$ [ V in C0.
The maps }V are defined as follows. For &= i &i i # N[I] we denote by
V& the object of C0 defined by V&i =CC } } } C (& i summands). Then
2.1(a) defines a Q-algebra structure on & M (4V&). One checks that this
algebra is associative. According to [L3, 12.11], there is a unique algebra
homomorphism / : U+  & M (4V&) such that /(ei) is the function on the
point 4Vi with value 1. Then / restricts to a map U +&  M (4V&). This is by
definition }V& . For V # C0 we define }V so that (c) holds (with V$=V&,
&=|V|. Then (a), (b) above hold.
Let M Z(4V ) be the set of all f # M(4V) such that all values of f are
integers. It is clear that, in the setup of 2.1, if f $ # M Z (4V$), f " # M Z (4V"),
then f $ V f " # M Z (4V). Using this and (a), (b) we deduce that
}V (U +Z, |V|)/M Z (4V). (d)
2.3. Let i # I, p # N and let V, V" # C0 be such that |V|=|V"|+ pi.
Let x # 4V, i, p . There is a unique I-graded x-adapted subspace V of
V such that |V |=|V"|. Now x induces an element of 4V, i, 0 and this
corresponds under an isomorphism V$V" in C0 to an element of 4V", i, 0
whose GV" -orbit depends only on x. Thus, to any x # 4V, i, p we have
attached a GV" -orbit O(x) in 4V", i, 0 .
(a) If Z # Irr 4V, i, 0 , then Z"=x # ZO(x) # Irr 4V", i, p .
(b) If Z" # Irr 4V", i, 0 , then Z=[x # 4V, i, p |O(x)/Z"] # Irr 4V, i, p .
(c) Z [ Z" and Z" [ Z define inverse bijections between Irr 4V, i, p
and Irr 4V", i, 0 .
(These statements are proved in [L3, 12.5].)
2.4. Let Z # Irr 4V . If f # M (4V ) then there is a unique c # Q such
that f&1(c) & Z contains an open dense subset of Z. Note that f [ c is a
linear function \Z : M (4V )  Q. It is clear that
(a) \Z maps M Z (4V ) into Z.
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Lemma 2.4. Let Z # Irr 4V . There exists f # }V (U +Z, |V|) such that
\Z( f )=1 and \Z$( f )=0 for any Z$ # Irr 4V &[Z].
We argue by induction on dim V. When V=0, the result is trivial. Hence
we may assume that V{0 and that the result is known when V is replaced
by V" # C0 with dim V"<dim V. For our V we fix i # I and we shall prove
that
(a) the lemma holds for any Z such that ti (Z)>0.
We argue by descending induction on ti (Z). Since ti (Z)dim Vi , we may
assume that ti (Z)= p>0 and that (a) holds for any Z # Irr 4V such that
ti (Z )>p. Note that Z1=Z & 4V, i, p is open dense in Z. Using 1.4, we
deduce that Z1 # Irr 4V , i, p .
We can find V$, V" # C0 such that |V$|+|V"|=|V| and |V$|= pi. Under
2.3(c), Z1 corresponds to Z"1 # Irr 4V", i, 0 . Let Z "1 be the closure of Z"1 in
4V" ; by Theorem 1.4, Z "1 # Irr4V" . By the first induction hypothesis, there
exists g # }V"(U +Z, |V"|) such that \Z "1 (g)=1 and \Z"2 (g)=0 for any Z"2 #
Irr 4V"&[Z "1].
Let g~ : 4V, i, p  Z be defined by g~ (x)= g(x") where x" is any element of
the GV" -orbit O(x)/4V", i, 0 (see 2.3).
Let f =1 V g # M (4V ). Here 1 # M (4V$) is the function on the point with
value 1. From the definitions we see that
(b) f |4V, i , p= g~ ;
(c) f (x){0 O x # 4V, i, p$ , p$p.
Moreover, from 2.2(a) we see that f # }V (U +Z, |V|).
Using (b) and the definitions we see that \Z ( f )=1, \Z$( f )=0 for all
Z$ # Irr 4V &[Z] such that ti (Z$)= p. Using (c), we see that \Z$ ( f )=0
for all Z$ # Irr 4V such that ti (Z$)<p. By the second induction hypothesis,
for any Z$ # Irr 4V such that t i (Z$)>p we can find a function fZ$ #
}V (U +Z, |V|) such that \Z$ ( fZ$)=1 and \Z ( fZ$)=0 for any Z # Irr 4V &
[Z$]. Let
(d) f = f & :
Z$; ti (Z$)>p
\Z$ ( f ) fZ$ .
Note that \Z$ ( f ) # Z by 2.2(d), 2.4(a). Hence f # }V (U +Z, |V|). It is clear that
f satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Thus (a) is proved (assuming the
first induction hypothesis). Now, by Corollary 1.6, any Z # Irr 4V satisfies
ti (Z)>0 for some i. Hence the lemma holds for Z (assuming the first
induction hypothesis). This provides the induction step. The lemma is
proved.
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Lemma 2.6. For any V # C0 we have dim U +|V|=|Irr 4V |.
This has been conjectured in [L2, 10.2] and proved for affine Cartan
data in [L4]. The same proof (or rather a simpler one) applies for Cartan
data of finite type. A proof valid for any Cartan datum is given in [KS].
Theorem 2.7. Let V # C0. Let &=|V|.
(a) For any Z # Irr 4V there exists a unique f = fZ # }V (U +Z, &) such
that \Z ( f )=1 and \Z$ ( f )=0 for any Z$ # Irr 4V &[Z].
(b) [ fZ | Z # Irr 4V ] is a Q-basis of }V (U +& ).
(c) }V : U +&  }V (U
+
& ) is an isomorphism.
(d) Let [Z] # U +& be defined by }V [Z]= fZ . Then [[Z] | Z #
Irr 4V ] is a Q-basis of U +& .
(e) }V (U +Z, |V| )=}V (U
+
|V|) & M Z (4V ).
(f ) [[Z] | Z # Irr 4V ] is a Z-basis of U +Z, & .
Let Q[Irr 4V ] be the abstract Q-vector space with basis [Z | Z #
Irr 4V ]. We consider the maps
U +& 
a }V (U +& ) 
b Q[IrrV ],
where a is the restriction of }V and b is f [ Z \Z ( f )Z. Clearly, a
is surjective; by Lemma 2.5, b is surjective. Hence ba is surjective. It is a
linear map between Q-vector spaces of the same (finite) dimension (see
Lemma 2.6). Hence ba is an isomorphism. It follows that a and b are
isomorphisms. Parts (a)(d) follow from this.
We prove (e). The left hand side of (e) is contained in the right hand side
of (e), by 2.2(d). Now let f be an element in the right hand side of e. By
2.4(a), we have \Z ( f ) # Z for any Z # Irr 4V . Then f $= f&Z \Z ( f ) fZ
satisfies \Z ( f $)=0 for all Z hence f $ belongs to the kernel of b. But b is
an isomorphism. Hence f $=0. We see that f =Z \Z ( f ) fZ . Thus, f
belongs to the left hand side of (e). This proves (e).
We prove (f ). Using (b), (c) we see that it is enough to prove that
[ fZ | Z # Irr 4V ] generate the group }V (U +Z, &). Let f # }V (U
+
Z, &). By the
argument in the proof of (e) we have f =Z \Z ( f ) fZ with \Z ( f ) # Z. This
completes the proof.
2.8. Part (c) of the theorem was already proved in [L3, 12.13].
In the affine case, parts (a)(d) of the theorem were proved in [L4, 4.16,
4.17, 5.7].
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2.9. Let & # N[I]. The Q-basis [[Z] | Z # Irr 4V ] of U +& defined as
in Therorem 2.7(d) in terms of V such that |V|=& is independent of the
choice of V. This follows immediately from 2.2(c). It is also independent of
the choice of = : H  C* in 1.1 (we argue as in [L3, 12.15]). This Q-basis
of U +& is called the semicanonical basis and is denoted by B& . Then
B=& B& is a Q-basis of U + called again the semicanonical basis.
For i # I, the function ti : Irr 4V  N can be transferred to a function
ti : B&  N. This is again independent of the choice of V, as long as |V|=&.
We shall need two properties of this function (we assume that p # N,
& # N[I]):
(a) (e pi p!) U
+
Z, & is contained in the subgroup generated by
[b # B&+ pi | t i (b)p].
(b) For any b # B& such that ti (b)= p, we have && pi # N[I] and
there exists a unique b$ # B&& pi such that t i (b$)=0 and (e pi p!) b$=b plus
a Z-linear combination of elements b # B& such that ti (b )>p.
Part (a) follows immediately from definitions; (b) follows from the proof of
Lemma 2.5, at least if p>0 and is trivial when p=0.
The proof of Lemma 2.5 yields also the following version of (b):
(c) For any &$ # N[I], p # N and any b$ # B&$ such that t i (b$)=0
there exists a unique b # B&$+ pi such that t i (b)= p and (e pi p!) b$=b plus a
Z-linear combination of elements b # B&$+ pi such that t i (b )>p.
3. COMPATIBILITY WITH CERTAIN FILTRATIONS
Theorem 3.1. Let (di) i # I # NI. The following two subgroups of U +Z
coincide:
(1) the subgroup generated by [b # B | ti (b)di for some i],
(2) i # I, p # N; pdi (e
p
i p!) U
+
Z .
Part (2) is contained in (1) by 2.9(a). To prove the reverse inclusion it
suffices to show that
(a) for any i # I, & # N[I] and any b # B& such that ti (b)= p we have
b # p$ # N; p$p (e p$i p$!) U
+
Z .
We argue by descending induction on p. (Note that p&i .) Using 2.9(b)
for b, p and the fact that the induction hypothesis is applicable to all b that
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appear in 2.9(b), we see that (a) holds for b. This proves (a). The theorem
is proved.
Corollary 3.2. Let (di) i # I # NI. The following two subspaces of U+
coincide:
(1) the Q-subspace spanned by [b # B | ti (b)di for some i],
(2) i # I edii U
+.
3.3. Let V # C0. Then the dual space V* is naturally an object of C0.
We define an isomorphism uV : 4V 
t 4V* by x [ x$ where x$h is the trans-
pose of xh for any h # H. We may identify in a natural way GV =GV* . Then
uV induces an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces
u~ V : M (4V*) 
t M(4V ).
Now let V, V$, V" in C0 be such that |V|= |V$|+|V"|. From the defini-
tions, we have a commutative diagram
M (4V"*)_M (4V$*) ww M (4V*)
u~ V
M (4V$)_M (4V") M (4V ),
where the lower horizontal map is as in 2.1(a), the upper horizontal map
is the analogous map for V*, V"*, V$*, the left vertical map is
( f ", f $) [ (u~ V$( f $), u~ V" ( f ")).
3.4. Let 9 : U+  U+ be the algebra antiautomorphism defined by
9 (ei)=ei for all i # I.
Lemma 3.5. Let V # C0. We have a commutative diagram
U +|V*|
9 U +|V|
}V* }V
M (4V*) ww
u~ V M (4V ).
We argue by induction on dim V. When dim V is 0 or 1, the result is
obvious. Assume now that dim V2. Then U +|V*| is generated by products
of the form !"!$ such that !" # U +|V"*| , !$ # U
+
|V$*| where V$, V" # C
0 are such
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that |V|= |V$|+|V"| and dim V$<dim V , dim V"<dim V. It is enough to
show that for such !", !$ we have
(a) u~ V ( }V* (!"!$))=}V (9 (!$) 9 (!")).
Using 2.2(a) and the commutative diagram in 3.3, we see that the left hand
side of (a) is
u~ V (}V"* (!") V }V$* (!$))=u~ V$ (}V$* (!$)) V u~ V" (}V"* (!")).
Using the induction hypothesis, this is equal to }V$ (9 (!$)) V }V" (9 (!"))
and using again 2.2(a), this is equal to the right hand side of (a). The
lemma is proved.
3.6. Now uV induces a bijection Irr 4V  Irr 4V* denoted by Z [ Z*.
Lemma 3.7. For any Z # Irr 4V we have u~ V ( fZ*)= fZ .
By Lemma 3.5 we have u~ V ( fZ*) # }V (U +V ). From the definitions it is
clear that u~ V ( fZ*) satisfies the defining properties of fZ . Hence it is equal
to fZ . The lemma is proved.
Theorem 3.8 We have 9(B)=B.
Let b # B. We have b # B |V*| for some V # C0. Hence }V* (b)= fZ* for
some Z # Irr 4V . Using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7, we have
}V (9 (b))=u~ V }V* (b)=u~ V ( fZ*)= fZ=}V (b$)
for some b$ # B |V| . Since }V is injective, it follows that 9 (b)=b$. The
theorem is proved.
Corollary 3.9. Let (di) i # I # NI. The following two subgroups of U +Z
coincide:
(1) the subgroup generated by [b # B | ti (9(b))di for some i],
(2) i # I, p # N; pdi U
+
Z (e
p
i p!).
We apply 9 to the two subgroups in Theorem 3.1 and use Theorem 3.8.
The corollary follows.
Corollary 3.10. Let (di) i # I # NI. The following two subspaces of U+
coincide:
(1) the Q-subspace spanned by [b # B | ti (9(b))di for some i],
(2) i # I U + edii .
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3.11. We can find a finite dimensional Q-vector space h, a collection
of linearly independent vectors h i (i # I ) in h and a collection of linearly
independent vectors :i (i # I ) in the dual space h* such that :i (hj)=i } j for
all i, j # I. Let U be the Q-algebra defined by generators ei , fi (i # I ), h # h
and the relations
:
p, q # N; p+q=&i } j+1
(&1)p
e pi
p!
ej
eqi
q!
=0,
:
p, q # N; p+q=&i } j+1
(&1)p
f pi
p!
fj
f qi
q!
=0,
for any i{ j # I,
hei&ei h=:i (h)ei , hfi& f i h=&:i (h) fi ,
for any i # I, h # h,
ei fj& f jei=$i, j hi
for any i, j # I,
h  U, h [ h is Q-linear,
(the enveloping algebra of a KacMoody Lie algebra). Let * # h* be such
that &* (hi) # N for all i # I. It is well known that there is a unique
U-module structure on
V*=U+ < :i # I U
+e&*(hi)+1i
such that ei acts by left multiplication, fi acts on the image of 1 as 0, and
h # h acts on the image of 1 as multiplication by *(h). This U module is
simple and integrable. Let ? : U+  V* be the canonical map. From
Corollary 3.10 with di=&* (hi)+1, we deduce that
B *=[?(b) | b # B, ?(b){0] is a Q&basis of V*. (a)
For Cartan data of affine or finite type, (a) can be also proved in an alter-
native way, using [L4, 4.16]; see [N, 10.1510.17]. For b # B we have
?(b){0 if and only if ti (9 (b))&* (hi) for all i. We call B* the semi-
canonical basis of V*.
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